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Book 

Sunset outside the tapas bar in Barcelona. The fiery Latin lover un-

dresses you with his eyes and gives you a come hither look. You say: 

“¿Qué te parece si vamos a mi casa a tomar la última copa?” 

 

f course you can, if you’re lucky, cope all over the world with a 

little bit of English. But even body language is liable to be mis-

understood. And how much more charming, exciting and personal it is 

not just to chat someone up in broken English, but to get through to 

them in their own language. To flirt with them in Italian, seduce them in 

French or to sketch out an exciting scene in Spanish. With a confidence 

of expression and style that always hits the right note. 

From now on that’s child’s play, because our irresistible little phrase 

book Let’s speak Love provides everything you need for amorous 

adventures with fascinating foreigners. Flirting and chat-up lines, the 
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key phrases of seduction as well as compliments and promises, pet-

names and insults, the little bits of  language you need in bed as well as 

classic phrases for the drama of jealousy or even just the “cigarette 

afterwards”. 

Whether you’re shy or pushy, polyglot or provincial – in this book every-

one will find all the words, expressions and phrases needed to get 

through to the nice person you’ve just met at the bar, the holiday flir-

tation or your nearest and dearest in the five most important European 

languages. It’s all here: from the first glance to the first night, from the 

marriage proposal to violent conflict. And if it has to be, then even noisy 

break-up and vows of revenge. 
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Kera Till (born 1981) studied politics before devoting herself to her 

passion, illustration, as a profession. She divides her time between Paris 

and Munich, designs T-shirts, boxes, bags, articles, books, whole shop-

window displays – and works for well-known international clients like 

Ladurée, Vogue, Glamour, Elle, Tatler and Hermès. 

Visit our author on her website:  

www.kera-till.com 

 



»When she was only two Kera Till amused herself decorating white 

sheets in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel with perfect circles. Since that time, 

her style has developed further but she is still a passionate perfectionist. 

Her colourful pictorial world revolves mainly around attractive, self-

confident city-women, sweet little animals, décor and superb patisserie 

in the style of Marie Antoinette. This young illustrator’s inspiration is 

inexhaustible – she finds it everywhere. Whether it’s on her travels, in 

fashion or modern art, in her love of delightful restaurants and cafés, in 

old books and post-cards, Parisian department stores or in her family’s 

collections of curiosities, ideas seem just to fly to her – naturally, 

effortlessly and always with a good helping of fun. A glance into Kera’s 

world is both enchanting and elating.« Annabelle Hirsch 
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Sales arguments 

● A little language course of love to contribute to mutual European 

understanding. Cool and witty, illustrated with charming pen-drawings 

by Kera Till. 

● A vademecum of love that belongs in the luggage of every bold 

seductress and every secret would-be Don Juan.  

● A perfect gift for your best friend – whether male or female. 
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